
 

 

Approved Tariff 

New Dialog Home Broadband (HBB) Data Connections with Dynamic Public 

Internet Protocol (IP), Voice over IP (VOIP) and Smart Solutions 

                                 Tariff Approval No: TRC/DBN/PRO/21/05 

Description Smart Life Data IP Packs [2] Smart Life Data Pack [5] 

 A B C 

Package Rental Ex.Tax (LKR) 840 1,040 490 

Data Rental Ex.Tax (LKR) [1] 690 890 490 

Voice Rental Ex.Tax (LKR) [4] 150 150 - 

Anytime Quota (GB) 15 20 10 

Dynamic Public IP Yes Yes No 

VOIP Connectivity Yes Yes No 

Voice Tariff [6]  

Per Second Charging option [6] LKR 1.80 per Minute (Excluding Tax) 

Per minute charging option [6]  

 

LKR 1.50 per Minute (Excluding Tax) 

Notes:  

1. These plans will be made available to any HBB Post-paid customer with an active connection  

2. A dynamic Public IP will be provided with packs A and B,  any customers wish to have a static IP 

shall pay a monthly rental of Rs 1,500 and obtain the service.  

3. VOIP service will be supported on the B310 and S11 router models only.  

4. A complimentary talk time worth of Rs 150 is bundled to the VOIP packs.  

5. Normal browsing will be restricted for pack C by black listing social media, entertainment, 

streaming, torrents, VPN, gaming, adult content and other identified high data utilizing sites. Thereby 

only allowing data for surveillance, signaling and security traffic.  



6. Voice service will be activated by default for no additional rental. Default, charging will be on per 

second basis. The customer has the choice to migrate to per minute charging upon request, free of 

charge  

7. Customers are allowed to migrate into the above proposed packs from any of their existing packages 

other than from pack C  

8. Any customer can downgrade or upgrade from the above packs to a normal data pack, at that 

instance all the features related to the package will be removed such as the dynamic Public IP and 

VOIP.  

9. Normal data package behaviour will be applicable in disconnection, reconnection, billing, provisioning and 

other aspects other than specified above. 

 

 


